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% ELL

47%
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13%
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735

Executive Summary
Please provide a plain-language summary of this quarter in terms of implementing key strategies, engaging the community, enacting Receivership, and assessing Level 1 and Level 2
indicator data. The summary should be written in terms easily understood by the community-at-large. Please avoid terms and acronyms that are unfamiliar to the public, and limit the
summary to no more than 500 words.

D’Youville Porter Campus, School #3’s leadership team and the school community have worked collaboratively with their partner, WestEd, to implement professional
development and instructional supports for teachers. As a transformation partner, West Ed works directly with School #3’s leadership team and staff to provide research
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based strategies shown to significantly impact student achievement. As a result of analyzing data, this partnership identified key instructional strategies to focus on for
the entire school year to improve student achievement.
The school’s Community Engagement Team, which is comprised of administration, teachers, parents, students, and a school partner engaged in meetings during this
Quarter to establish group norms and protocols. The team also revised the school’s Continuation Plan, reviewed the
established Level 1 Indicators, and identified the Level 2 Indicators in an effort to overall focus on school-wide efforts to meet students’ academic goals for Reading,
Math, and Science on the New York State Assessments. The minutes from the Community Engagement Team Meeting are shared with the school community. The team is
scheduled to meet once a month and as needed to address the needs of the school and to monitor the Continuation Plan.
D’Youville Porter Campus, School #3’s key instructional strategies for the entire year are the following:
● Culturally and linguistically responsive teaching strategies: The school will continue to build upon teaching strategies that support the students’ languages and
cultures. WestEd will continue to provide training to the leadership team and teachers on Reading to Learn strategies such as reading support in the various contents of
Reading, Math, Social Studies, Science, etc. The Reading to Learn (RtL) approach helps teachers to improve their practices of designing and implementing Common Core
Standards-Based lessons. The approach helps students to understand difficult text and to think deeply about the reading. As a recommendation from tenet 5 of our
DTSDE, School #3 has selected and implemented the R-Time program across all grade levels that promotes the teaching of social and emotional developmental health
skills. This program consists of a group of videos, questions and talking points developed by our school psychologist that teachers show and discuss with students every
Friday morning.
● Co-Teaching: The school’s leadership team and WestEd have a professional development plan that supports the co-teachers. Co-teachers currently plan together
during the weekly common planning meetings. This month, Wested is scheduled to provide professional development to targeted groups of co-teachers.
● Instructional Coaching: The ENL (English as a New Language), math and literacy coaches will continue to support teachers by scheduling pre –conferences to plan the
lesson together and model lessons. The coaches will conduct post-conferences where the teacher and the coach reflect upon the lesson and identify instructional
strategies that will meet the academic needs of the students. The building coaches will provide training for teachers on how to further support students.
●Dual Language: The school phased in its first Dual Language Program at the Pre-Kindergarten level and it has now expanded into Kindergarten and first grade. WestEd
consultants have provided ongoing technical assistance to the teachers in support of the continued development of the school’s Dual Language Program. The
Community Engagement Team will continue to collaborate with the faculty, staff, parents, students and WestEd to monitor the progress toward meeting the Level 1 and
2 Indicators. The Continuation Plan will be monitored on an ongoing basis to determine if the professional development and instructional strategies implemented are
having a positive impact on students.
Attention – This document is intended to be completed by the School Receiver and/or its designee and submitted electronically to OISR@NYSED.gov. It is a self-assessment of the implementation and outcomes of key strategies related to Receivership, and as such, should not be
considered a formal evaluation on the part of the New York State Education Department. This document also serves as the Progress Review Report for Receivership schools receiving Persistently Struggling School (PSSG), School Improvement Grant (SIG), and Community School
Grant (CSG) funds. Additionally, this document serves as the quarterly reporting instrument for Receivership schools with School Comprehensive Education Plans (SCEP). The Quarterly Report, in its entirety, must be posted on the district web-site.

Directions for Parts I and II - District and school staff should respond to the sections of this document by both analyzing and summarizing the key strategies of the first quarter in light
of their realized level of implementation and their impact on student learning outcomes. The District should ensure the key strategies address the needs of all learners, particularly
the needs of subgroups of students and those at risk for not meeting the challenging State academic standards. District and school staff should consider the impact of proposed key
strategies on student learning, as well as the long-term sustainability and connectivity of those key strategies to diagnostic review feedback.
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Part I – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators (Level 1)
Identify Indicator
# and Name

Baseline

2017-18
Progress
Target

Status
(R/Y/G)

Based on the current
implementation status,
does the school expect to
meet
the
2017-18
progress target for this
indicator? For each Level
1
indicator,
please
answer yes or no below.

What are the SCEP/SIG goals and or key
strategies that have supported progress
made
in
meeting
this
indicator?
Describe adjustments made to key strategies
since the approval of the 17-18 continuation
plan and a rationale as to why these
adjustments were made.

List the formative data
points being used to assess
progress towards meeting
the
target
for
this
indicator?

Based upon those formative data points, provide
quantitative and/or qualitative statement(s) that
demonstrate impact towards meeting the target.

Indicator #5 School Safety

7

6

Yellow

Yes

Since Quarterly report #1, School #3 has
received two new Assistant Principals; one
mid-October and one the end of November.
Administration has begun implementing
behavioral procedures within the building to
establish a more robust / consistent school
safety procedures.
● PBIS matrix - “Safe, Responsible,
and Respectful” - school wide
posters have been strategically
placed around the building in both
English and Spanish.
● On Fridays, homeroom is extended
for building character education
traits through a series of videos
and discussions.
● School #3 has reached out to
Student Support Services in the
district to come and do training for
staff on de-escalation, anti-bullying
and understanding behavior. This
PD will include the parents during
the PTO meetings.

Source: Infinite Campus
Data: Short Term
Suspensions and Long
Term Suspensions

Since the arrival of the new Assistant Principals, and the
revamping of the PBIS / SST work, suspensions have gone
down per month:
Short Term Suspensions
November 2017
30 Students
34 Short Term Suspensions
December 2017
14 Students
16 Short Term Suspensions
January 2018
13 Students
14 Short Term Suspensions

Long Term Suspensions
December 2017
5 Students
5 Long Term Suspensions
January 2018
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●

●

●

School #3 has designated an
administrator to oversee the SST
team efforts (Counselor and Social
Worker) working with small
focused groups to address the
prevention of self-harming
behaviors, bullying, assaults and
weapon possession.
School #3 is working with the Ned
show to address students on antibullying strategies.
School #3 has implemented
homeroom, lunch and hallway
incentives to reward safe behavior.

4 Students
4 Long Term Suspensions
Data Trends:
 Short Term suspensions decreased from
November to December. They remained
consistent from December to January.
 Long term suspensions remained consistent.
 The highest number of ODRs take place in the
classroom (68%).
 The highest number of ODRs take place in 7th
grade (26%) followed by 8th grade (18%).
Response to data trends:
 An administrator is assigned to the hallway during
transitions in the 7/8 grade wing.
 Since the majority of the ODRs took place in the
classroom, administration and coaches have
begun to support teachers through professional
development and one on one training/modeling. A
district professional development that is to
improve classroom management was arranged for
School #3 teachers to attend.
 The administration utilizes their walkthrough tool
to provide teachers with specific and immediate
feedback aligned to their management.
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Indicator #9 3-8 ELA All
Students Level 2
& Above

34%

40%

Green

Yes

Professional Development
● The key strategy that supported
the progress of this improvement
indicator was professional
development. The professional
development that created the
largest impact was the
incorporation of Planning
Observation Debrief (POD) Cycle
with the Reading to Learn Tuning
Protocol. At School #3 we have
been working with our educational
consultant company, WestEd, to
establish a POD cycle for teachers
to participate in during each
monthly visit.
● The POD cycles have allowed
teachers the opportunity to work in
grade level teams to determine the
focus of a specific lesson, predict
areas of struggle for students and
observe a colleague teach the
lesson that was created and tuned.
● This embedded PD has allowed
teachers to gain understanding of
content and classroom practices
that are able to be utilized in the
classroom.
Coaching
The Literacy Coach supports the classroom
teachers by:
● modeling lessons, planning with
teachers and analyzing the data
● assisting teachers with strategies to
differentiate instruction to meet
the needs of the students

●
●

DIBELS/IDEL
Assessments
ELA DistrictBenchmark
Assessment

The data below displays the cohort of student performance.
The top row of data, 2017 NYS ELA, informs the reader of
what that cohort of students received on that assessment.
(i.e. current grade 4 students were 23% at a level 2 or
above on their grade 3 NYS ELA 2017 Assessment)

The ELA department with Buffalo Public Schools used the
released questions from the 2016 NYS ELA for DBA #1.
Therefore, all of our students were tested on standards
they are expected to master by the end of the school year.
Other than our current cohort of fourth graders, our
students are on an upward trend to meet the target for the
NYS assessment given in the spring.
●

●

●

In June 2017, 23% of third grade students from the
previous year scored a level 2 or above on the
2017 NYS ELA assessment. Of our current cohort
of third graders, 20% of those students scored a
level 2 or above on DBA #1.
In June 2017, 40% of 2017’s fifth graders scored a
level 2 or above on the 2017 NYS ELA assessment.
Of our current cohort of fifth graders, 31% of
those students scored a level 2 or above on DBA
#1.
In June 2017, 33% of 2017’s sixth graders scored a
level 2 or above on the 2017 NYS ELA assessment.
Of our current cohort of sixth graders, 10% of
those students scored a level 2 or above on DBA
#1.
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The Literacy Coach, administration, and
teachers use the DDI process to:
● Teachers analyzed the DBA data
throughout the school year
● Teachers created a short term
action plan to utilize in their reteaching strategies and lesson
planning.
● Teachers will begin to submit
action plans along with lesson
plans
School #3 teachers are currently
differentiating instruction according to
reading levels. During the reading block and
reading intervention periods:
● the Building Reading Teacher
provides academic intervention
services to targeted groups of
students and classrooms
● the teachers analyzed data to assist
in creating instructional supports
for students who are in need of the
most intensive interventions
● the Building Reading Teachers push
into identified classes to provide
additional support to targeted
groups of students
School #3 will continue to employ a variety
of strategies to address these trends that
were initially outlined in the goals and
recommendations from the 2016 School
Review with District Oversight Report to
reflect the school’s priorities to effectively
implement the school’s vision and mission
statements that are outlined in the School
Improvement Grant.

●

In June 2017, 38% of 2017’s seventh graders
scored a level 2 or above on the 2017 NYS ELA
assessment. Of our current cohort of seventh
graders, 22% of those students scored a level 2 or
above on DBA #1.
Our current cohort of eighth graders already outperformed
2017’s eighth graders on the NYS ELA assessment. While
38% of 2017’s eighth graders scored a level 2 or above on
the NYS ELA assessment, 39% or our current eighth graders
scored a level 2 or above DBA #1. In ELA, students in
grades 3-8 will demonstrate a 1% increase in Level 2 and
Above. This goal is based on reaching the Progress Target of
40%. This goal reflects shifting approximately 3 students
per grade level from tri-levels of 1.8 to Level 2 or above,
while continuing to strategically target students who scored
at Level 2.1 and above.
Each teacher, in grades 3-8, looked at the 2017 NYS math
assessment data for their current students and determined
2 “targeted” students (bubble students) whose scores were
close to reaching a 2.1 tri-level. These students are closely
monitored by each teacher using formative assessments,
checks for understanding, small group teaching and/or reteaching.
Teachers met during grade level meetings to analyze DBA
#1 data and create re-teaching plans that identified
standards and skills in need of further development.
The support reading teachers “push-in” to younger grade
levels to support foundational reading skills of those
students. School #3 is in the process of administering the
middle of the year benchmark to students in grades K-6 and
will make adjustments to our walk-to groups.
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The ENL teachers are participating in ongoing IRLA professional developments.
(Independent Reading Level Assessment
framework) This program is meant to target
specific reading skills that students need to
become both proficient and comprehend
what they are reading.

●
●
●
●

On the third grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 4 standards.
On the sixth grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 4 standards.
On the seventh grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 10 standards.
On the eighth grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 7 standards.

Data trends:
 Grade 3 standard RI.3.4 was our lowest performing
standard. This standard addresses academic
vocabulary. However, our bilingual classroom
scored higher than our other monolingual
classrooms as well as the district.
 Grade 4 has the lowest percentage of students
scoring a level 2 and above.
 Grade 5 has the second lowest percentage of
students scoring a level 2 and above.
 Grade 6 standard RL.6.2 was our lowest standard
in relation to district performance. This standard
focuses on determining a theme or central idea of
a text and providing a summary of the text using
text evidence.
 Grade 7 standard RI.7.8 was our lowest standard in
relation to the district performance. This standard
focuses on tracing and evaluating the argument
and specific claims in a text, as well as assessing
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whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence
is relevant and sufficient to support the claims.

Grade 8 standard RL.8.3 focuses on the
analysis of how particular lines of dialogue or
incidents in a story or drama propel the action,
reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a
decision.
Addressing data trends:
 Action plans were created by the teachers and
turned in to the instructional coaches. Teachers
were provided assistance with how to plan their
instruction while including information from their
action plan.
 Grade 3 teachers of students who performed
above the district shared their classroom routines
of explicit instruction with vocabulary through the
use of a Frayer Model with other teachers during
GLM.
 The supports provided for Grade 4 students
include the support of the full-time building
reading teacher in the classroom as well as
instructional support from the literacy coach and
the ENL coach.
 Grade 5 teachers are also provided with
instructional support from the building coaches
and students are supported by the reading teacher
as well.
 Grade 6 teachers utilized IVF and summary
paragraph to monitor student comprehension of a
text.
 Grade 7/8 teachers will continue to monitor and
adjust instruction based on formative assessment
data
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Indicator #15 - 38 Math All
Students Level 2
& Above

28%

34%

Yellow

Yes

The same key strategies listed in section 3-8
ELA All Students Level 2 & Up are being
implemented to support this indicator as
well.
Through grade level Professional
Development, teachers build pedagogical
skills and materials aligned to the Common
Core Learning Standards in order to
increase rigor in learning.
The math coach supports the classroom
teachers by:
● modeling lessons, planning with
teachers and analyzing District
Benchmark Assessment (DBA) data
● assisting teachers with strategies to
differentiate instruction to meet
the needs of the students
The Math Coach, administration, and
teachers use the DDI process to:
● analyze the DBA data throughout
the school year
● create a short term action plan to
utilize in their re-teaching
strategies and lesson planning.
Grades K-6 have adapted a 75-minute math
block for this school year.
Teachers have been trained on the “Read,
Draw, Write” method, which is meant to
assist students in reading and
understanding math word problems. Since
School #3 has a high ELL population (47%),
reading is a large focus during math
instruction.

●

Math DBA #1

The data below displays the cohort of student performance.
The top row of data, 2017 NYS Math, informs the reader of
what that cohort of students received on that assessment.
(i.e. current grade 4 students were 23% at a level 2 or
above on their grade 3 NYS Math 2017 Assessment)

The math department for the Buffalo Public Schools
performed data analysis to prove that the math DBAs
correlate with the NYS assessments. The students in grades
3, 5, 6, and 8 are making measurable progress in these
areas. With that being said:
● The cohorts of students who showed a higher
proficiency on the DBA #1 assessment in
comparison to their performance on the Math NYS
2017 Assessment are grades 5, 6 and 8.
● The cohorts of students who showed a lower
proficiency on the DBA #1 assessment in
comparison to their performance on the Math NYS
2017 Assessment are grades 3, 4 and 7.
Data Trends
● Grades 3-8 have shown a trend in the word
problem standards at each respective grade level.
Data Analysis
● Building SMT and math coach have support
teachers in creating anchor charts for the CUBED
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Formative assessments have been created
using the District’s assessment system,
eDoctrina. After a standard or topic are
taught, the teacher uses the system to
create an assessment that is directly aligned
to the skill. These results are addressed
immediately in the following days.
The ELT program has implemented a
designated time for practice with math
fluency and include days for specific math
instruction.
Teachers’ lessons are written to ensure
effective implementation of Common Core
Math. Administration observes classes
regularly to ensure implementation of the
Common Core Standards. Grade level
meetings focus on D’Youville Porter Campus
#3’s “Big Rock”, Student Engagement.

close reading strategy including on the Read,
Draw, Write in grades 3-8.
In math, students in grades 3-8 will demonstrate a 7%
increase in Level 2 and Above. This goal is based on
reaching the Progress Target of 34%. This goal reflects
shifting approximately 6 students per grade level from trilevels of 1.8 to Level 2 or above, while continuing to
strategically target students who scored at Level 2.1 and
above.
Each teacher, in grades 3-8, looked at the 2017 NYS math
assessment data for their current students and determined
4 “targeted” students (bubble students) whose scores were
close to reaching a 2.1 tri-level. These students are closely
monitored by each teacher using formative assessments,
checks for understanding, small group teaching and/or reteaching.
Teachers met during grade level meetings to analyze DBA
#1 data and create re-teaching plans that identified
standards and skills in need of further development.
The support math teacher has adjusted their schedule to
give tier 3 instruction to groups of students from grades 3,
4, 5, and 6; with most of the time being spent working with
4th grade students. Over the course of the past three
school years, our fifth grade NYS Math Assessment results
have displayed a lower proficiency rate than any other
grade level. As a result, the SMT is supporting the students
throughout this grade level and the math coach is providing
instructional support to teachers in this grade level as well.
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The percentages of students meeting level 2 and above is
greater in grades 5, 6, and 8, than the percentages met in
the previous year’s NYS assessment.
●
●
●

On the fifth grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 3 standards.
On the sixth grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 2 standards.
On the seventh grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on standard 7.RP.2d.

Overall Data trends:
● Grades 7 and 8 are focusing on the following
standards, based on the DBA #1 item analysis:
-Grade 7- Finding the unit rate.
-Grade 8-Applying properties of integers and
properties of transformations.
● Grade 7 has the lowest percentage of students
scoring a level 2 and above.
● All grade levels are focusing on solving word
problems. When looking at the item analysis it
shows when students are asked to complete a
math skill they tend to have lower proficiency
when it is within a word problem.
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Addressing data trends:
● Action plans were created by the teachers and
turned in to the instructional coaches. Teachers
were provided assistance with how to plan their
instruction while including information from their
action plan.
● The supports provided for Grade 7 are
● The Math coach supports grade 7 at least once per
cycle providing co-teaching, modeling and pulling
small groups.
● The Math coach also has supported the
intermediate grade levels in regards to lesson
planning. There is an emphasis placed on standard
alignment, addressing specific skills within the
standards and making decisions based on
classroom data.
● The District Director of Mathematics has been
working with administration to ensure
observations of math teachers have inter-rater
reliability. The Math teachers have been provided
feedback from the director on a monthly basis to
ensure professional growth and that there is a
high level of instruction occurring.
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Indicator #33 3-8 ELA All
Students MGP

46.08%

48.08%

Green

Yes

Indicator #39 3-8 Math All
Students MGP

42.5%

44.5%

Green

Yes

Indicator #85 Grades 4 & 8
Science All
Students Level 3
& above

32%

38%

Green

Yes

The same key strategies listed in section 3-8
ELA All Students Level 2 & Up are being
implemented to support this indicator as
well.
Please see section 3-8 Math All Students
Level 2 & above
In an effort to support the New York State
Science Learning Standards (NYSSLS),
teachers have implemented the new new
Science curriculum in grades 4-6.

Data in section 3-8 ELA All Students Level 2 & Up are being
utilized to drive the instruction to grow this indicator as
well.
Data in section 3-8 Math All Students Level 2 & Up are
being utilized to drive the instruction to grow this indicator
as well.
●

Grade 8: DBA #1
The tables below displays this year current grade level
students and their performance on the first science district
benchmark assessment.

Student readiness levels are monitored
throughout the school year through the
DBAs (District Benchmark Assessment).
Teachers use the student data to address
standards that were taught.
A plan was implemented to address the
decrease in proficiency on the grade 8 NYS
Assessment that differs from the 2016-2017
continuation plan. The grade 8 Science
teacher createda checklist for the teachers
who teach Science in grades 5-7. This
checklist displayed the standards that are
most frequently tested on the NYS Science
Assessments so the lower grade teachers
are aware and can address those standards
if they are within their curriculum prior to
grade 8.






Grade 6 the overall proficiency on DBA #1 was
4.76%.
Grade 7 the overall proficiency on DBA #1 was
28.58%.
Grade 8 the overall proficiency on DBA #1 was
10%.
Grade 4 has developed a school-based grade 4
science assessment that will be administered to
students this month.
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Green

Expected results for this phase of the project are fully met, work is on
budget, and the school is fully implementing this strategy with impact.

Yellow

Some barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending exist; with
adaptation/correction school will be able to achieve desired results.

Red

Preparation for the performance portion of the
science assessment will be forth coming in the
month of March.

Major barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending encountered; results
are at-risk of not being realized; major strategy adjustment is required.

Part II – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators (Level 2)
Identify Indicator
# and Name

Baseline

2017-18
Progress
Target

Status
(R/Y/G)

Indicator #12 3-8 ELA Hispanic
Students Level 2
& above

29%

35%

Green

Based on the current
implementation status,
does the school expect
to meet the 2017-18
progress target for this
indicator? For each
Level 2 indicator, please
answer yes or no below.
Yes

What are the SCEP/SIG goals and or key
strategies which have supported progress
made in meeting this indicator? Describe
adjustments made to key strategies since
the approval of the 17-18 continuation
plan and a rationale as to why these
adjustments were made.
Since 78% (increased by 2% since the last
reporting period) of School #3’s student
body is Hispanic, the same key strategies
that apply to this “subgroup” applies to all
students. The same key strategies listed in
section 3-8 ELA All Students Level 2 & Up
are being implemented to support this
indicator as well.
All Hispanic students receive the same
core instruction in all content areas.
During the English Language Arts block of
Instruction, the ENL teachers assist in
various ways.
●

The ENL teachers push into the
classroom to collaborate with the
classroom teacher using one of
the co-teaching models in an

List the formative data
points being used to assess
progress towards meeting
the target for this
indicator?

Based upon those formative data points, provide
quantitative and/or qualitative statement(s) which
demonstrate impact towards meeting the target.

The data below displays the cohort of student
performance. The top row of data, 2017 NYS ELA,
informs the reader of what that cohort of students
received on that assessment. (i.e. current grade 4
students were 23% at a level 2 or above on their grade 3
NYS ELA 2017 Assessment)

The ELA department with Buffalo Public Schools used
the released questions from the 2016 NYS ELA for DBA
#1. Therefore, all of our students were tested on
standards they are expected to master by the end of the
school year. Other than our current cohort of fourth
graders, our students are on an upward trend to meet
the target for the NYS assessment given in the spring.
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●

●

●

effort to deliver differentiated
instruction to meet the needs of
all learners.
The ENL teachers use DDI to drive
instruction and utilize flexible
grouping to meet the varied
academic needs of the students.
The Integrated Co-Teacher works
in collaboration with the general
education teacher. The Support
Reading Teachers push into the
classroom and work in
collaboration with the classroom
teacher.
The ENL teachers meet during
grade level and common planning
twice a week to engage in
discourse surrounding data and
student work.

●

●

●

●

In June 2017, 22% of 2017’s third graders
scored a level 2 or above on the 2017 NYS ELA
assessment. Of our current cohort of third
graders, 16% of those students scored a level 2
or above on DBA #1.
In June 2017, 32% of 2017’s fifth graders
scored a level 2 or above on the 2017 NYS ELA
assessment. Of our current cohort of fifth
graders, 26% of those students scored a level 2
or above on DBA #1.
In June 2017, 39% of 2017’s seventh graders
scored a level 2 or above on the 2017 NYS ELA
assessment. Of our current cohort of seventh
graders, 18% of those students scored a level 2
or above on DBA #1.
Our current cohort of eighth graders already
outperformed 2017’s eighth graders on the
NYS ELA assessment. While 39% of 2017’s
eighth graders scored a level 2 or above on the
NYS ELA assessment, 36% or our current eighth
graders scored a level 2 or above DBA #1.

In ELA, students in grades 3-8 will demonstrate a 1%
increase in Level 2 and Above. This goal is based on
reaching the Progress Target of 40%. This goal reflects
shifting approximately 3 students per grade level from
tri-levels of 1.8 to Level 2 or above, while continuing to
strategically target students who scored at Level 2.1 and
above.
Each teacher, in grades 3-8, looked at the 2017 NYS
math assessment data for their current students and
determined 2 “targeted” students (bubble students)
whose scores were close to reaching a 2.1 tri-level.
These students are closely monitored by each teacher
using formative assessments, checks for understanding,
small group teaching and/or re-teaching.
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Teachers met during grade level meetings to analyze
DBA #1 data and create re-teaching plans that identified
standards and skills in need of further development.
The support reading teachers “push-in” to younger
grade levels to support foundational reading skill of
those students. School #3 is in the process of
administering the middle of the year benchmark to
students in grades K-6 and will make adjustments to our
walk-to groups.

●
●
●
●

On the third grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 4 standards.
On the sixth grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 3 standards.
On the seventh grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 10 standards .
On the eighth grade DBA #1, our students
outperformed the district on 7 standards. .

*Please refer to comments made in indicator #9 for data
trends and addressing those data trends.
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Indicator #14 3-8 ELA ED
Students
Level 2 & above

31%

37%

Green

Yes

Since 85% of School #3’s students are
Economically Disadvantaged the key
strategies for all students apply to this
“subgroup”. The same key strategies listed
in section 3-8 ELA All Students Level 2 &
Up are being implemented to support this
indicator as well.

*Please refer to comments made in indicator #9 for data
trends and addressing those data trends.
Indicator #18 3-8 Math
Hispanic
Students Level 2
& above

23%

29%

Yellow

Yes

Since School 78% (2% higher than the first
reporting period) of School #3’s student
body is Hispanic, the same key strategies
that apply to this “subgroup” applies to all
students. The same key strategies listed in
section 3-8 ELA All Students Level 2 & Up
are being implemented to support this
indicator as well.

●

Math DBA #1
The data below displays the cohort of student
performance. The top row of data, 2017 NYS Math,
informs the reader of what that cohort of students
received on that assessment. (i.e. current grade 4
students were 23% at a level 2 or above on their grade 3
NYS Math 2017 Assessment)

All Hispanic students receive the same
core instruction in all content areas.
During the English Language Arts block of
Instruction, the ENL teachers:
●

push into the classroom to
collaborate with the classroom
teacher using one of the coteaching models in an effort to
deliver differentiated instruction
to meet the needs of all learners
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●

Using DDI to drive instruction,
and flexible grouping is utilized to
meet the varied academic needs
of the students
● The Integrated Co-Teacher works
in collaboration with the general
education teacher. The Support
Math Teacher pushes into the
classroom and works in
collaboration with the classroom
teacher.
Teachers meet during grade level and
common planning twice a week to engage
in discourse surrounding data and student
work

●

●

●

●

On the 2017 NYS math assessment 33% of
those third grade Hispanic students scored a
level 2 or above. 43% of our current 3rd grade
Hispanic students scored a level 2 or above on
DBA #1, this is showing an increase in level 2s
and above for the standards currently tested.
On the 2017 NYS math assessment 14% of
those fifth grade Hispanic students scored a
level 2 or above. 55% of our current 5th grade
Hispanic students scored a level 2 or above on
DBA #1, this is showing an increase in level 2s
and above for the standards currently tested.
21% of our current 6th grade Hispanic students
scored a level 2 or above on DBA #1. On the
2017 NYS math assessment 14% of this cohort
of Hispanic students scored a level 2 or above.
This is showing an increase in level 2s and
above for this cohort of students.
19% of our current 8th grade Hispanic students
scored a level 2 or above on DBA #1. On the
2017 NYS math assessment 9% of this cohort of
Hispanic students scored a level 2 or above.
This is showing an increase in level 2s and
above for this cohort of students.
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*Please see additional comments for Indicator #15 - 3-8
Math All students levels 2 and above
Indicator #20 3-8 Math ED
Students
Level 2 & above

25%

31%

Yellow

Yes

Since 85% of School #3’s students are
Economically Disadvantaged the key
strategies for all students apply to this
“subgroup”. The same key strategies listed
in section 3-8 ELA All Students Level 2 &
Up are being implemented to support this
indicator as well.
Teachers’ lessons are written to ensure
effective implementation of Common Core
Math. Lesson plans are submitted to
administration based on the submission
calendar provided. The teachers receive
feedback based on the lesson plan rubric
created by School #3 administration.
Administration observes classes regularly
to ensure implementation of Common
Core Standards. Grade level meetings
focus on Student Engagement strategies
to address recommendations from the
School Review with District Overview.
Through grade level professional
development, teachers build pedagogical
skills and materials aligned to the
Common Core Learning Standards in order
to increase rigor in learning.

●

Math DBA #1

●

●

●

●

On the 2017 NYS math assessment 31% of
those third grade ED students scored a level 2
or above. 43% of our current 3rd grade ED
students scored a level 2 or above on DBA #1,
this is showing an increase in level 2s and
above for the standards currently tested.
On the 2017 NYS math assessment 20% of
those fifth grade ED students scored a level 2
or above. 55% of our current 5th grade ED
students scored a level 2 or above on DBA #1,
this is showing an increase in level 2s and
above for the standards currently tested.
32% of our current 6th grade ED students
scored a level 2 or above on DBA #1. On the
2017 NYS math assessment 20% of this cohort
of students scored a level 2 or above. This is
showing an increase in level 2s and above for
this cohort of students.
16% of our current 8th grade ED students
scored a level 2 or above on DBA #1. On the
2017 NYS math assessment 9% of this cohort of
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ED students scored a level 2 or above. This is
showing an increase in level 2s and above for
this cohort of students.

*Please see additional comments for Indicator #15 - 3-8
Math All Students levels 2 and above

Indicator #94 Providing 200
Hours of
Extended Day
Learning Time
(ELT)

NA

Green

Yes

Implemented strategies to support the
students in their social - emotional
development - especially targeting
students in 7th and 8th grade due to the
critical stage of their growth.

ELT Rubric

Some of the actions taken that demonstrate impact
towards the target:
● Northwest and the teachers work together to
collect the data. As a result, the ELT program
currently offers art, basketball, cheerleading, PAL
(Police Athletic League), music, and cooking.
The ELT Program, through NorthWest, also facilitates
life skill workshops with the students:
1. Good Citizen
a. Led by one of Northwest staff members, K - 8th grade
students discuss what it means to be a good citizen, by
showing self-respect, self-care, recycling, and paying
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forward.
2. Self- Image & Peer Pressure Prevention
a. In this workshop, 7th and 8th grade students learned
about self-image, how it is formed, and how to improve
one’s self-image. Students completed a worksheet
titled, “How I See Myself,” and wrote down how they
see themselves around their friends, at home, at school,
and in general. Students also discussed the difference
between positive and negative peer pressure, and how
peer pressure can affect one’s self-image. To review key
concepts, students participated in a jeopardy game.
The ELT program started on October 11, 2017. There are
currently 78 students enrolled. The administration is
currently recruiting additional teachers to work so more
students are able to join.
Green

Expected results for this phase of the project are fully met, work is on
budget, and the school is fully implementing this strategy with impact.

Yellow

Some barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending exist; with
adaptation/correction school will be able to achieve desired results.

Red

Major barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending encountered;
results are at-risk of not being realized; major strategy adjustment is
required.

Part III – Additional Key Strategies – (As applicable)
Key Strategies
●
●
●

Do not repeat strategies described in Parts I and II.
If the school has selected the SIG 6 or SIG 7 Innovation Framework model, include an analysis of the evidence of the impact of the required lead partner.
Every school must discuss the use of technology in the classroom to deliver instruction.

List the Key Strategy from your approved intervention plan (SIG or
SCEP), which may also include PSSG and/or CSG initiatives
1.
Use of technology in the classroom to deliver instruction

Status
(R/Y/G)

Analysis/Report Out
ASK TEACHERS ABOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE iPADS Ongoing iPpad training has been taking place for all
kindergarten teachers during grade level meetings and common planning time. The trainings have allowed all teachers to
begin utilizing the Ipads within their instruction which will enhance teaching and increase students 21 century skills.
Throughout the building, teachers are utilizing. MyOn to increase students reading fluency and comprehension skills as
well as NextLesson when differentiating instruction.
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2.

Student centered engaging instructional strategies

Yellow

Culturally and linguistically responsive teaching strategies: Culturally and linguistically responsive teaching strategies are
instructionally relevant and developmentally appropriate. These strategies include student engagement strategies, higher
order thinking questions, explicit instruction, Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) strategies, and realia
(providing students with real-world experiences). All teachers are given the opportunity to participate in supervised
learning-walks with administration where they can observe teachers who display culturally and linguistically responsive
teaching strategies during instruction. The purpose of this practice is for teachers to be able to experience first-hand
what culturally and linguistically responsive teaching strategies look like and the planning that goes into the
implementation of these strategies. The goal is to conduct learning walks with coaches and teachers bi-monthly.
Teachers in grades 6-8 have received Part I professional development in Culturally Responsive and Linguistic Teaching
through the district. Those same teachers are scheduled to attend Part II of this PD beginning next month. Teachers in
grades 2 & 3 are also scheduled to attend professional development on restorative circles where which will better equip
teachers to be more proactive and provide assistance to students in crisis.
Co-Teaching: Effective co-teaching strategies allow for optimal learning of students. Co-teaching provides various
methods for special education, ENL, and general education teachers to work together in a classroom such as; one teach
one support, parallel teaching, alternate teaching, station teaching, and team teaching. Schedules were intentionally
designed to allow more effective common planning among the teachers assigned to a class. WestEd is scheduled to
provide targeted co-teaching support to teachers at various grade levels this month.
Math, Literacy, and ENL Coaching: Coaching provides various instructional supports for teaching and instruction
throughout the building. The Coaches will continue to support teachers by scheduling a preconference,
modeling, and shadowing lessons. The coaches will conduct post-conferences where the teacher and the coach reflect
upon the lesson and identify instructional strategies that will meet the academic needs of the students. The Coaches will
provide Professional Development (PD) for teachers on how to integrate the Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS)
shifts, school-wide curriculum, and unit and lesson plans to improve instruction on a weekly bases for the remainder of
the school year.
Dual Language: WestEd consultants provided ongoing technical assistance to the Multicultural Leadership Team in
support of the continued development of the school’s dual language program. Professional Learning Opportunities
were provided to staff on SIOP strategies and other strategies for supporting all students, including English Language
Learners. This month, WeseEd provided side-by-side coaching to teachers on the use of strategies for English Language
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Learners. Learning walks were added with School 3 partner, West Ed, and the school leadership team to norm the
instructional time and share strategies during faculty and grade level meetings.

3.

4.

Professional Development

Parent and Community Involvement

Yellow

Yellow

Facilitated Grade Level, and Common Planning Meetings:
Administration, instructional coaches, the Support Math Teacher and the Building Reading Teacher facilitate grade level
and common planning time where NYS ELA, Math, Science, NYSESLAT, and common formative assessment data
analyzed to identify areas in need of development. Teachers are in the process of creating year-long action plans to
address the areas in need of focus for ELA. During grade levels, teachers will continue to use the data to monitor student
progress through District Benchmark Assessments (DBA). Teachers will use the DDI and lesson plan protocol process to
review student work and identify skills that students are specifically struggling with. Teachers will identify differentiated
learning goals, and provide timely feedback to students. During common planning, teachers will work collaboratively to
develop comprehensive units and lesson plans that meet the demands of the CCLS and DDI protocols.
POD (Plan Observe Debrief) Cycle: Teachers in grades 1-6 planned an instructional math lesson together, observed one
of the teacher’s teaching, and then debriefed on the lesson afterward. . The decision to perform all of these POD cycles
using math lesson was data driven. Teachers provided the facilitating teacher (the teacher who was observed teaching
the lesson) with written feedback which praised probes and polished the instructional practices observed. This
collaborative approach will better prepare teachers in their instructional planning and will continue throughout the
school year.
CCLS Mathematics and ELA Implementation: The focus of professional development for the 2017-18 school year will be
to enhance teachers’ content and pedagogical mathematics knowledge by routinely engaging in collaborative
lesson design through which they will apply the principles of a POD (Plan Observe Debrief) cycle. This will include
engaging teachers in guided collaborative practice in applying strategies for supporting mathematical
discourse in the classroom to support students’ math and literacy achievement. Professional development will support
student achievement in math and literacy by enhancing teachers’ professional practice around integrating effective
literacy and discourse-based instruction into the classroom.
On Monday, January 8,2018 School 3 hosted a PTO Meeting
The following information was discussed:
● Ms. Fadel was voted as the parent liaison
● Event Brainstorming
○
○
○
○

Spaghetti Dinner
Dr. Seuss Day
Pancake Breakfast
Movie/story night
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○
○
○
Green

Expected results for this phase of the project are fully met, work is on
budget, and the school is fully implementing this strategy with impact.

Yellow

Testing night
PTO table at the Wellness night
Communication will occur in both Spanish and English

Some barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending exist; with
adaptation/correction school will be able to achieve desired results.

Red

Major barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending
encountered; results are at-risk of not being realized; major strategy
adjustment is required.

Part IV – Community Engagement Team and Receivership Powers
Community Engagement Team (CET)
Describe the type, nature, frequency and outcomes of meetings conducted this quarter by the CET. Describe the same for sub-committees. Describe specific outcomes of the CET plan implementation;
school support provided; and dissemination of information to whom and for what purpose. If the 17-18 CET plan and/or the 17-18 CET membership changed, please attach copies of those updated
documents to this report.
Status
(R/Y/G)
Yellow

Analysis/Report Out
During this quarter, the Community Engagement Team has engaged in two meetings. They were held on November 14th and December 12th. The meeting addressed the following
agenda items:
November 14th
● A follow-up visit will be occurring by the DTSDE team in January to address recommendations that were made from our Oct 31st-Nov 2nd visit.

●

In order to address our recommendations Mr. Barrera has created an EXCEL document with teacher names and the recommendations of the DTSDE visit to
identify teachers who have non-negotiable items present within the classroom.
● The document has 10 categories including: objectives, word walls, student work with rubrics or standards with feedback, evidence of inclusiveness meaning a
cultural aspect incorporated into the classroom environment, classroom rules and procedures, reading, writing and math strategies, small groups and pairs,
open ended questions, checking for understanding and differentiated assessment.
● The 10 categories will be a focus for administration when conducting, formative, unannounced and announced observations.
● The following feedback was provided by SBMT members:
○ Share the document with teachers
○ Let teachers know that this is to help support their success within the classroom
○ Attach the NYSUT Rubric to the expectations so that teachers see a correlation to what is expected and the formal observation rubric.
December 12th
● Brainstorming ideas associated with family and community engagement between teachers, schools and families
● How can we work on relationships with families to build positive interactions?
● SBMT members asked what recommendations did WestEd provide in regards to the lack of success associated with APTT. WestEd did not provide specific
information in regards to why School#3 was not successful with the APTT implementation.
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Powers of the Receiver
Describe the use of the School Receiver’s powers (pursuant to CR §100.19) during this reporting period. Discuss the goal of each power and its expected impact.
Status
Analysis/Report Out
(R/Y/G)
Green
2.) Ability to fill vacancies through the transfer process with the most qualified teacher, regardless of seniority.
4.) Right to mandate faculty meetings twice per month; meetings held either before school or after school hours and would be 60 minutes in duration; teachers receive hourly rate of
pay. (pending funding)
Green

Expected results for this phase of the project are fully met,
work is on budget, and the school is fully implementing this
strategy with impact.

Yellow

Some barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending exist; with
adaptation/correction school will be able to achieve desired results.

Red

Major barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending
encountered; results are at-risk of not being realized; major
strategy adjustment is required.

Part V – Community Schools Grant (CSG)
(This section needs to be completed by every Receivership school that has applied to receive CSG funds during the 8/1/17 – 6/30/18 budget period.)
Community Schools Grant (CSG)
As per CR §100.19, Receivership schools receiving CSG funds will submit quarterly written reports to the Commissioner containing specific information about the progress of the planning, implementation,
and operations of the CSG and the requirements of the regulations.
Required Activities
Provide updates to each activity with regard to its planning, implementation, or operations.
Community-Wide Needs Assessment (if one is being conducted in 17-18)
The Community Schools Grant is funding two Saturdays per month for 3.5 hours each. These Saturdays will recruit
community members to attend various functions and activities provided. The CET compiled a list of possible topics
to be held during these events.
To ensure substantial parent, teacher, and community engagement at this school, The CSG grant was received and approved on December 8, 2017 and our Community Partner has been identified as
provide specific details about these three areas for this reporting period:
NorthWest. A public meeting will be held with parents, teachers and community members on Monday, February 5,
1. public meetings held with parents, teachers, and community members to 2018. There are two purposes of this meeting. One of them is to introduce School #3 as a newly added Community
provide information and solicit input (CR §100.19: held at least quarterly School and information about the services that will now be added. The second purpose is to inform parents about
during the school year)
the upcoming NYS Assessment.
2. written notices and communications provided to parents, teachers, other A monthly calendar of events is sent home the first Tuesday of every month. Teachers communicate with parents
school personnel, and community members (emails, postings, translated through the telephone, Class DOJO, Robo-calls, teacher webpages, and Remind app. All written communication is
into recipients’ native language)
sent home in both English and Spanish.
3.

parents, teachers, and community members’ access to Community School
Site Coordinator and Steering Committee

Steering Committee (challenges, meetings held, accomplishments)

School #3 is in the process of selecting the best candidate to be the Site Coordinator in conjunction with SAY Yes
Buffalo.
Freddy Barrera (Administrator), Samuel Fritz (ELA teacher), Sandra Gradolph (ENL teacher), Celeste Cavanaugh
(4th grade teacher), Ruyvette Townsend (4th grade teacher), Rebecca Zuch (ENL coach). The current Assistant
Principal is now Enadrienne Dubse who is in place of Maria Cala (on original committee).
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Feeder School Services (specific services offered and impact)

N/A

Community School Site Coordinator (accomplishments and challenges)

School #3 is in the process of selecting the best candidate to be the Site Coordinator in conjunction with SAY Yes
Buffalo. A team of various stakeholders are hosting conversations so the best match for the school is selected.
The challenge is the funding was approved in December, however we are in the process of planning activities. We
have begun to utilize the building substitute fund account to ensure teachers are able to participate in professional
development embedded in the work day.
Project managers from the district plants department have visited each school to determine the feasibility of
requested Capital Projects and estimate costs. Funds were approved in December which has created a delay in the
start of the projects.

Programmatic Costs (accomplishments and challenges based on the approved
activities on the Attachment C school plan)
Capital Cost Project(s) (accomplishments and challenges based on the approved
activities on the Attachment C school plan)

Green

Expected results for this phase of the project are fully met,
work is on budget, and the school is fully implementing this
strategy with impact.

Yellow

Some barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending exist; with
adaptation/correction school will be able to achieve desired results.

Red

Major barriers to implementation / outcomes / spending
encountered; results are at-risk of not being realized; major
strategy adjustment is required.
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Part VI – Budget (This section should be completed by all schools funded by the Persistently Struggling Schools Grant (PSSG), the School Improvement Grant (SIG), and the Community Schools Grant (CSG). Add
rows as needed.)

Budget Analysis
Identify the grant.

Status(R/Y/G)

If expenditures from the approved 17-18 FS-10 are on target, describe their impact. If there are challenges describe the course correction to be
put in place for Quarter 3.
SIG

Salaries for professional staff-Code 15 $286,428 YTD
$96,310 34% @ QTR ENDING 12/31/17

Green

All positions are filled and charging accurately. ELT began on October 11th and staff are paid when working the program.
Professional development has begun and continues to be submitted to fund the Receivership Power faculty meetings.

Salaries for Support Staff- code 16 $1,618 YTD $451
28% @ QTR ENDING 12/31/17

Green

The .04 position funded out of this account began on 10/16/2017.

Purchased services-code 40 $94,200 YTD $92,400 98%
@ QTR ENDING 12/31/17

Green

The money encumbered has paid for WestEd.

Purchased services-code 45 $2,879 YTD $2,878 100%
@ QTR ENDING 12/31/17

Green

Next Lesson was purchased.

Employee Benefits-code 80 $102,374 YTD $40,165
39% @ QTR ENDING 12/31/17

Green

Expended per BPS schedule.

Indirect cost-code 90-

Green

COMPLETED AT THE END OF THE PROJECT.
CSG

Salaries for professional staff-Code 15 $207,370

Yellow

Hourly rate for staff is in the process of being spent to fund staff to work during Saturday Academies. Daily substitutes
have begun to charge to this fund account.

Salaries for Support Staff- code 16 $9,789

Yellow

The positions funded out of this account will be charged when Saturday Academies begin.

Purchased services-code 40 $207,004

Yellow

The cost for School #3’s partner, Northwest, will be encumbered in this code so Saturday Academies will be funded. The
Say Yes position ($65,000) candidates are being interviewed. Postage will be encumbered to mail Saturday Academy
information home.
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Supplies and Materials-code 45 $248,632

Yellow

A PO is being created to purchase the instructional technology materials and supplies.

Equipment- code 20 $10,000

Yellow

A “Welcome Kiosk” is in the process of being purchased.

Minor Remodel- code 30 $265,300

Yellow

Hand dryer project is in the contract process. The security camera project is in the pre-bid planning phase.

Part VII: Best Practices (Optional)
Best Practices
The New York State Education Department recognizes the importance of sharing best practices within schools and districts. Please take this opportunity to share one or more best practices
currently being implemented in the school. It is the intention of the Department to share these best practices with schools and districts in Receivership.
List the best practice currently being implemented in the school.

1.

POD Cycles Planning, Observing and Debrief embedded in GLMs/CPTs.

Describe the significant improvements in student performance, instructional practice, student/family
engagement, and/or school climate that the best practice has had. Discuss the analysis of data/evidence to
determine the impact. Describe the possibility of replication in other schools.
Teachers in grades 1-6 planned a math lesson together as a grade level. One of the teachers volunteered to
teach the math lesson that was planned as a team as other teachers, administrators, WestEd, and coaches
observed the actual lesson in the classroom. The team then met to debrief and provide non-evaluative
feedback to the classroom teacher in the form of written feedback (polish, probe and phrase handouts that
were physically given to the classroom after the debrief). Based on the lesson observation feedback, the
team creates an action plan of next steps.
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FREDDY BARRERA
466 Parker Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14216
Cell# 716-413-6711
E-mail: fbbarrera@buffaloschools.org

EDUCATION

2011
Canisius College
Buffalo, NY
Masters of Education in SBL / SDL
NYS SBL Certification
I studied, analyzed and took part in courses that involved school building
administration, managing personnel, planning, educational law, effective
organization and true leadership centered on student’s learning, and the
improvement of strategies to enhance programs and curriculum.
2009 Buffalo State College
Buffalo, NY
NYS Teacher Certification, Spanish Education 7-12
 I studied courses in foreign language teaching methods and learning styles. I
also took courses that emphasize listening, reading and comprehension in the
target language, and the usage of technology combined with authentic
materials in the classroom.

2000 Christ The King Seminary
Master of Arts in Pastoral Ministry

East Aurora, NY
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My thesis was a theological approach to the religious traditions of the
Hispanic communities in Buffalo, and how to understand, acknowledge, and
effectively evangelize such different traditions and popular piety.

PROFESSIONAL TEACHING / ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE

2017 (August) – Present

BPS#3

Buffalo, NY

Principal






create and communicate a School Comprehensive Education Plan
(SCEP) aligned with the District's vision and goals;
conduct classroom observations and evaluations of teachers that lead to
positive changes in teacher practices and increased student outcomes;
assess the strengths and areas in need of improvement of faculty and
staff based on a sound knowledge base;
communicate school-wide changes and anticipated actions with the
support of data;
work to develop and maintain clear lines of communication and
collaboration between staff, administrators, students and parents for the
purpose of increasing student outcomes;

Teaching and Learning



establish priority areas for instructional focus and make necessary
changes in those areas to strengthen teaching and improve student
learning;
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ensure that all school leaders and instructional staff monitor progress
regularly, and systematically make adjustments to strengthen teaching
and student learning;

Curriculum





collaboratively conduct a comprehensive curriculum review to ensure
that the curriculum aligns with state and local standards and meets the
needs of all students in the school, including students with disabilities
and English Language Learners;
rigorously monitor the alignment of the written, taught, and assessed
curriculum using scope and sequence documents and pacing calendars;

Collection, Analysis, and Utilization of Data





ensure improved student achievement by analyzing data, using data to
inform decisions and drive for results
set high performance goals for all students in the school
monitor standards for achievement, aligning school resources, and
prioritizing activities to achieve maximum results.

Infrastructure for Student Success






champion system mission, core values, and strategic objectives
ensure a collaborative culture by expecting teams to set standards for
their work, and take action to meet the standards
develop effective processes to plan for continuous improvement, solve
problems, and to achieve desired results
foster a positive school climate where student discipline concerns are
addressed in a manner that promotes student responsibility and mutual
respect;

Professional Development
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arrange for targeted professional development based on analyses of
achievement and instruction, differentiated according to teacher needs
and the subject areas targeted for instructional improvement.
develop others by providing coaching and support, expressing positive
expectations, and selecting data-driven professional development
opportunities





2013-2017 BPS #94 - BPS #3

Buffalo, NY

Assistant Principal


I assist the Principal to reach specific goals within the school mission, this
assistance includes: promoting a safe environment by addressing behavioral
issues and ensuring socio-emotional support of students in collaboration
with the SST department, promoting parent involvement and engagement,
supporting instruction and learning based on sound observations and
meaningful feedback, etc.

2011-2015

SUNY Fredonia
Fredonia, NY
Adjunct Professor - SPAN 314 Writing and Composition / SPAN 313 Conversation /
112 Spanish Grammar
2017-Present
Buffalo State College
Buffalo, NY
Adjunct Professor - SPAN 102
 I am responsible for the instruction of Spanish grammar, writing strategies
and different styles to advance students within the educational field,
international business or any other field that requires the use of a foreign
language such as Spanish. I also design lessons via internet for academic
discussions, writing projects and grammar assignments through ANGEL,
which is the online tool used by the college. I provide feedback to the chair
of the department to recommend students for scholarships or travel abroad.
2010-2013

BPS #79 / BPS #30
Spanish Teacher, grades 7-8

Buffalo, NY
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I was responsible for teaching the basics of the Spanish language to students of
seventh and eighth grade according to NYS standards. I was also member of the Site
Base Management Team (SBMT), which reflects on current teaching practices,
proposes and implements new strategies based on data analysis, and monitors the
progress of programs already in place. I coordinated the organization of a Family
Reading Night and spaghetti dinner, and further helped to coordinate a student
reward day to include a skating party.

2005-2010

Charter School for Applied Technologies Buffalo, NY
Spanish Instructor, grades 7-8 / SST member / District-wide Safety Plan Team
 I was a member of the World Language Team, responsible for the students’ learning
of Spanish in the middle school. I coordinated programs such as Hispanic Heritage
Month and the Multicultural Club. I also helped enhance educational programs
across the curriculum to promote practical uses of the Spanish language and its
purpose in communication within the world. I was also part of SST (Student Support
Team based on the RtI program outline) providing valuable insights to identify
students in need and create strategies to help them succeed. Under the vision of PLC
(Professional Learning Community) and a sound team analysis of data I
implemented teaching practices to improve student achievement. I also coordinated
the revision of the student handbook as well as the emergency safety plan of the
building in order to make recommendations for improvement.
2000 –2005

Our Lady of Victory School

Lackawanna, NY

Spanish Instructor, grades 5-8


I was in charge of the Spanish language learning for grades 5th through 8th. In
this Program I developed new strategies to build an interest and love for the
Spanish language, by integrating multi-cultural skills and a global
understanding of the world. I provided the 8th grade students with efficient
tools and material such as videos, CDs, and conversational practice necessary
for achievement in the New York State Proficiency Exam. I also implemented
and improved programs such as the annual Christmas collection for
Lackawanna Food Pantry and Viva la Casa. I further started a Peer Tutoring
Program in which I trained eighth grade students to help struggling peers with
simple hand-made visuals and games. The eighth grade students with the
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highest averages were also assigned to teach Spanish to grades K to 4 under an
educational outline I created.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOP MENT

2013-Present

Buffalo, NY

Administrator Professional Development Trainings - APPR – Inter-reliability / Teaching
Observation – E-Doctrina – etc.
 I am learning the application of NYSUT standards into teaching,
collection of effective teaching evidence and timely feedback to
improve instruction and learning in the classroom.
02/2013
Buffalo, NY
Data Driven Instruction
 I learned the importance of data analysis to inform instruction and impact student’s
learning. I also learned specific team strategies to analyze data and implement
changes in instruction and assessment.
08/2012
Explicit Instruction in LOTE standards
 I learned about implementing learning by exploration features into an explicit
instruction.
11/2010
Buffalo, NY
Technology in the classroom / Smart-Board as an effective tool
 I learned interactive and engaging ways to implement and enhance lessons through
the use of Smart Boards in the classroom.
09/2010
West Seneca, NY
Forum on teacher’s evaluation system and graduation rate by Commissioner of Education
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I learned new trends in education, policy issues and the revamped concept of
teachers’ accountability. We made recommendations on improving graduation rate,
graduation requirements and revising standardized tests.

01/2010
Buffalo, NY
E-doctrina – Student Data Program Support
 I learned team data analysis and effective implementation techniques to improve
student achievement and close learning gap.
09/2009
Las Vegas, Nevada
PLC – Professional Learning Communities
 The conference was about transforming the culture of the schools, ensuring
students’ learning through collaboration and focused on results.
11/2007 Teaching Professional Resources
Buffalo, NY
Classroom management and difficult students
 I learned strategies and techniques in classroom management, approaching difficult
students as well as engaging them to become successful.
08/2005 Foreign Language National Meeting
Las Vegas, Nevada
Foreign Language Teaching / Textbook and Tech Resources
 I learned the ample possibilities and use in some textbooks and their technological
resources made available to the students within and beyond the classroom.
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

2015 Hispanic Parade Promoter – School #3, Buffalo, NY
2011 Soccer coach – Saint Francis High School, Hamburg, NY
2007 Collecting Bathroom products for a shelter within the Multicultural Club at CSAT, Buffalo,
NY
2005 Volunteer OLV Youth Group Program at Our Lady of Victory Church, Lackawanna,
NY
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2000-2004 Volunteer Coordinating Lackawanna Food Pantry and Viva la Casa Shelter Collection
at Our Lady of Victory Elementary School, Lackawanna, NY
2001-2004 Volunteer Tutor at Holy Cross Church’s Lighted School House Program
Buffalo, NY
2001-2001 Youth Ministry Coordinator at Holy Cross Church, Buffalo, NY
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